


















 

  

From: Diane Moellenberg   
Sent: Wednesday, March 1, 2023 2:38 PM 
To: Michael Burrell <mburrell@manortx.gov> 
Subject: Case Number 2018-P-1154-PP (Shadowglen Plan 3, Sectoins 1 and 2) 

  

Mr. Burrell,   

  

Please see our comments below regarding the above and please email me back so I know you received 
this email and will submit it to the hearing on March 8, 2023. 

  

Comments 

We (Jerry and Diane Moellenberg, 13306 Rector Loop, Manor Texas) received from the City of Manor 
Development Services a letter dated 02/22/23 regarding the Subdivision Preliminary Plat for 
Shadowglen Subdivision Phase 3, Sections 1 and 2 near the location of Gregg Manor Rd and Rector Loop 
and the meeting to be held on March 8.   Below are our comments/concerns. 

  

1)  For individuals to leave this subdivision, they have to first enter Rector Loop and then exit Rector 
Loop at either Gregg Manor or Fuchs Grove.   

  

(a) The intersection of Rector Loop and Gregg Manor is already a hazardous intersection as vehicles 
traveling north on Gregg Manor (from Manor) crest a hill and IMMEDIATELY on their descent encounter 
individuals exiting Rector Loop.  With hundreds of new residents attempting to exit there (without a 
traffic light) there is sure to be terrible accidents.  A traffic light will need to be installed (along with 
signage) to prevent loss of life. 

   

(b) The intersection of Rector Loop and Fuchs Grove is not as dangerous as the intersection of Rector 
and Gregg Manor but it also is hazardous.  It is a sharp/narrow turn and during most of the year 
grass/sunflowers and other foliage grows tall, preventing clear view to determine the ability to safely 
exit.  Calls are usually made throughout the year to Travis County to cut the foliage. 

  



 

  

Additionally the bridge/road at the intersection of Rector Loop and Fuchs Gove has a big dip/drop and 
individuals must slow down to not damage their vehicle when traveling over the bridge.  

  

2.  Rector Loop is in terrible shape and should be completely redone in order to maintain the current 
traffic much less the future traffic that will be produced once the subdivision is completed.    The road is 
also narrow and needs to be widened.   

  

(3)  An additional subdivision, Twin Creeks Crossing - Lennar Homes -  

https://newhomesmate.com/community/austin-tx/2601-two-creeks-crossing-by-lennar-fuchs-grove-rd-
gregg-manor-rd-tx-78653 is planned for the corner of Gregg Manor and Fuchs Grove.  This will add 
additional traffic to the road and helps substantiate the need for a traffic light (see No. 2 above).      

  

Bottom line - The future traffic issues (including road improvements) need to be addressed.  If not, 
death and injury will occur.  Additionally  we most likely will not be able to exit our property, especially 
during the busy times of the day unless there is some type of traffic control installed.    

  

 Thank you, 

Diane Moellenberg for Jerry and Diane Moellenberg 
 








